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Abstract

Graph expansion has proved to be a powerful general
tool for analyzing the behavior of routing algorithms
and the inter�connection networks on which they run�
We develop new routing algorithms and structural re�
sults for bounded�degree expander graphs� Our results
are uni�ed by the fact that they are all based upon� and
extend� a body of work asserting that expanders are rich
in short� disjoint paths� In particular� our work has
consequences for the disjoint paths problem� multicom�
modity �ow� and graph minor containment� We show�
�i� A greedy algorithm for approximating the maxi�

mum disjoint paths problem achieves a polylogarithmic
approximation ratio in bounded�degree expanders� Al�
though our algorithm is both deterministic and on�line�
its performance guarantee is an improvement over pre�
vious bounds in expanders�
�ii� For a multicommodity �ow problem with arbi�

trary demands on a bounded�degree expander� there is
a ������optimal solution using only �ow paths of poly�
logarithmic length� It follows that the multicommod�
ity �ow algorithm of Awerbuch and Leighton runs in
nearly linear time per commodity in expanders� Our
analysis is based on establishing the following� given
edge weights on an expander G� one can increase some
of the weights very slightly so the resulting shortest�path
metric is smooth � the min�weight path between any
pair of nodes uses a polylogarithmic number of edges�
�iii�Every bounded�degree expander on n nodes con�

tains every graph with O�n� logO��� n� nodes and edges
as a minor�
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� Introduction

The concept of graph expansion has proved to be
a powerful general tool for analyzing the behavior of
routing algorithms and the inter�connection networks
on which they run� The development of many funda�
mental routing algorithms for hypercube�derived net�
works	 for example	 has been based heavily on the good
expansion properties of such graphs 
��	 �	 ��	 ��� As
such	 the development of new techniques for working
with expander graphs	 and with the consequences of
expansion at a general level	 is of value both from a
basic algorithmic point of view and within the context
of network routing�

In this paper	 we develop a number of new routing
algorithms and structural results for bounded�degree
expander graphs� Our results are uni�ed by the fact
that they are all based upon	 and extend	 a body of
work asserting that expanders are rich in short	 disjoint
paths� Let us �rst discuss some of this work	 and then
outline how our results �t into this framework�

For the sake of concreteness	 we say that a graph
G � �V�E� is an ��expander if for every set X of at
most half the vertices	 we have j��X�j � �jXj� here
��X� denotes the set of edges with one end in X and
the other end in V nX� We adopt the following nota�
tional device throughout this paper� we �x a natural
number � � � and a real number � � � we say that G
is bounded�degree if its degree is at most �	 and an ex�
pander if it is an ��expander� All of our results in this
paper will hold for arbitrary � and �� however	 some
of the previous work we discuss requires much stronger
expansion guarantees	 and we will indicate this when
it is relevant�

Many of the previous results on disjoint paths in
expanders can be roughly classi�ed into two groups�
those based on random walks	 and those based on mul�
ticommodity �ow�
� Using random walks in expanders	 Broder	 Frieze	

and Upfal 
��� showed that there is a constant � so that
in n�node graphs with strong expansion guarantees	
any set of up to O�n� log� n� pairs of nodes can be con�
nected on edge�disjoint paths� this strengthened earlier



work of Peleg and Upfal 
���� Random walk techniques
were subsequently employed in a randomized on�line
algorithm of Raghavan and Upfal 
���� They showed
that in any bounded�degree expander graph	 any set
of terminal pairs in which each node appears at most
once can be partitioned into O�log� n� subsets	 each of
which is routable on edge�disjoint paths� These tech�
niques also provide a randomized on�line O�log� n��
approximation for the maximum disjoint paths prob�
lem in any bounded�degree expander�
� The analysis of expansion properties via multicom�

modity �ow was initiated by Leighton and Rao 
����
Among many other results	 they showed that given
any bounded�degree n�node expander G	 any n�node
bounded degree graph H can be embedded in G with
congestion and dilation O�logn�� That is	 nodes of H
are mapped bijectively to nodes of G	 and edges of H
realized as paths of length O�logn� in G� Aumann and
Rabani 
�� used this theorem to obtain the �partition�
ing� result of Raghavan and Upfal via a deterministic
o��line algorithm�

It is also worth noting here that the recent multi�
commodity �ow algorithm of Awerbuch and Leighton

�� has a running time that is heavily dependent on
the length of the longest path used in a �nearly� op�
timal multicommodity �ow� Thus	 one would expect
the algorithm to perform well in bounded�degree ex�
pander graphs� But despite the above work	 there have
not been results asserting that a ������approximately
optimal multicommodity �ow in a bounded�degree ex�
pander graph can be achieved using only �short� paths�
In this paper we obtain such a result	 with conse�
quences for the analysis of the Awerbuch�Leighton al�
gorithm�

Thus	 in this paper	 we prove three main results
within the framework of the work just described�

The Greedy Algorithm for Disjoint Paths� The
maximum disjoint paths problem �mdp� is this� given
a graph G	 and a set T of pairs of vertices in G	 con�
nect as many pairs in T as possible using edge�disjoint
paths� �We call T the set of terminal pairs�� Proba�
bly the simplest approximation algorithm for the mdp
is the greedy algorithm � proceed through the termi�
nal pairs in sequence	 routing each one if possible on
the shortest free path� We investigate a closely re�
lated algorithm	 the bounded greedy algorithm �bga�	
which only uses a free path if it is �su�ciently� short�
The bga was �rst analyzed as one component of an
on�line algorithm of the �rst author and �Eva Tardos

���� in that work	 some �necessarily weak� bounds on
its performance in general graphs were given� Speci��
cally	 the bga is a deterministic	 on�line algorithm	 and

hence lower bounds of Awerbuch et al� 
�� and Blum
et al� 
�� imply that it cannot achieve a polylogarith�
mic approximation ratio in graphs such as trees and
meshes�

We show here that the bga is an O�logn log logn��
approximation in bounded�degree expanders� Thus
the bga gives what is currently the best approxima�
tion ratio for the mdp in bounded�degree expanders�
as noted above	 the techniques of Raghavan and Upfal

��� and Aumann and Rabani 
�� provide O�log� n��
approximations� Our result also identi�es	 to our
knowledge	 the �rst non�trivial class of graphs in which
deterministic on�line algorithms can achieve a polylog�
arithmic approximation ratio for the mdp� this is in
contrast to the lower bounds of 
�	 ��	 as well as the
��n�� lower bound of Bartal	 Fiat	 and Leonardi that
holds even for randomized on�line algorithms in cer�
tain graphs 
 �� There is a natural extension of the
bga	 and its analysis	 which shows that it achieves the
same approximation ratio for the more general problem
of packing trees of bounded size in the on�line model�

Multicommodity Flow on Short Paths� The
multicommodity �ow problem is a fractional relaxation
of the disjoint paths problem� We are given a graph
G and a set T of terminal pairs	 such that each termi�
nal pair �u� v� has associated with it a positive demand
�uv� We will also refer to the terminal pair �u� v� as a
commodity� The goal is to �nd the smallest 	 such that
there is a fractional �ow routing �uv units of demand
between each commodity �u� v�	 and no more than 	
units of �ow cross any edge� We will refer to 	 as the
congestion of the �ow	 and denote the minimum con�
gestion of any �ow for �G� T � by 	��G� T ��

We prove that in any bounded�degree expander
graph G	 and for a multicommodity �ow problem on G
with arbitrary demands	 there is a �ow of congestion at
most ��� �� times optimal that only uses �ow paths of
length at mostO���� log� n�� Our proof �see Section ��
is based on examining the linear programming dual of
the multicommodity �ow problem � within the con�
text of the dual	 we are faced with the following com�
binatorial problem� We are given edge weights on G�
and we say that the shortest�path metric of G with re�
spect to these weights is smooth if the minimum�weight
path between any pair of nodes uses only a polyloga�
rithmic number of edges� Now	 an arbitrary shortest�
path metric certainly need not be smooth� however	 we
show that if G is an expander	 one can increase some
of the edge weights very slightly	 so that the resulting
metric is smooth� By LP duality	 this will imply our
result on multicommodity �ow on short paths�

Our result has the following consequence� The re�

�



cent multicommodity �ow algorithm of Awerbuch and
Leighton 
�� provides a �� � ���approximate guarantee
and has running time O��d�km�	 on a graph with m
edges and k commodities	 and where d is the maximum
length of a �ow path in the optimal solution� �Here and
in what follows	 we use O��� to suppress terms that are
polynomial in logn and ����� However	 it is in fact suf�
�cient for their analysis that d be the maximum length
of a �ow path in any ����

����approximate solution	 and
hence our result shows that in a bounded�degree ex�
pander graph	 the Awerbuch�Leighton algorithm runs
in time O��km�� This is nearly linear time per com�
modity� it is thus a signi�cant improvement over pre�
vious running times 
��� for the multicommodity �ow
problem on expanders�

Graph Minors� Finally	 we show how the random�
walk technique of Broder	 Frieze	 and Upfal 
���	 which
produces short	 disjoint paths in expanders	 can be
used to obtain results on graph minor containment�
We say that a graph H is a minor of G if H can ob�
tained from a subgraph of G by contracting edges� in
this case	 we say that G contains an H�minor� Minors
appear in Kuratowski!s famous theorem �see e�g� 
����	
which characterizes planar graphs as precisely those
which do not contain K� or K��� as a minor� the ex�
clusion of minors has since been used as a nice way to
extend results for planar graphs to more general classes

�	 ��	 and as the basis for some very deep results in
both structural and algorithmic graph theory 
��	 ����

We show the following� For every � �  there is
a number 
 �  such that the following holds� Ev�
ery bounded�degree ��expander graph G on n nodes
contains every graph H with O�n� log� n� nodes and
edges as a minor� Moreover	 we give a randomized
polynomial�time algorithm	 similar to that of 
���	
which explicitly �nds a contraction of the expander G
to the smaller graph H�

This result has the following immediate corollary�
If G is a bounded�degree expander graph	 and P is
the graph consisting simply of a path on O�n� log� n�
nodes	 then our result implies that G contains a P �
minor	 and hence G has a long simple path� The ex�
istence of long simple paths in expanders has been a
problem that has received some amount of attention�
for example	 a result of P�osa 
� � asserts the following�
If a graph G has the property that every set S of ver�
tices of size at most k has at least �jSj � � neighboring
vertices	 then G contains a simple path of length k� A
short proof of this is due to Lov�asz 
�"	 Ch� ��� This
result was generalized by Friedman and Pippenger 
���
to show that if every set S of size at most �k�� has at
least �d � ��jSj neighboring vertices	 then G contains

every k�node tree with maximum degree d�
However	 these results 
� 	 �"	 ��� require the

stronger notion of node expansion �rather than edge
expansion�	 and their proofs seem to inherently require
an expansion factor of at least �� On the other hand	
our result	 which is weaker by a polylogarithmic fac�
tor	 holds in a graph with edge expansion �	 for any
constant � � �

Our result is also related to work of Alon	 Seymour	
and Thomas 
�� and Plotkin	 Rao	 and Smith 
��� on
the existence of large clique minors in graphs without
small separators� The second of these papers shows
that any bounded�degree expander contains a com�
plete graph on ��

p
n� logn� nodes as a minor� This

is a somewhat larger bound for clique minors than is
provided by our result	 which only guarantees cliques
of size ��

p
n� logO��� n� as minors� However	 
�	 ���

do not show that expanders contain every graph with
O�n� logO���� nodes and edges as a minor� �It is worth
noting that in order for a bounded�degree graph to con�
tain every graph with k nodes and edges as a minor	
it is not su�cient that it contain a clique minor on
#��

p
k� nodes� As an example	 let G denote the graph

obtained from the
p
n � p

n grid by adding edges be�
tween each pair of nodes with a common neighbor	
and let H denote a ��regular expander on n� nodes	
�
� � � � �� Then G contains a clique on #�

p
n� nodes

as a minor	 but it has no H�minor��

As a �nal comment	 we note that a common ele�
ment of all our results is that they hold for arbitrarily
small constant values of the edge expansion � � �
For the sake of simplicity	 we have not attempted to
parametrize the bounds we obtain in terms of �	 though
this is not di�cult to do�

� The Greedy Algorithm for Disjoint
Paths

We will be considering the bounded greedy algorithm
�bga� for the maximum disjoint paths problem� The
bga is a deterministic on�line algorithm that works as
follows� as each terminal pair arrives	 it routes on any
free path in G that is su�ciently short	 and rejects the
pair if all free paths are too long� More precisely	 the
bga is de�ned by an implicit paramter L and runs as
follows�

�i� Proceed through the terminal pairs in one pass�
�ii� When �si� ti� is considered	 check whether si and

ti can be joined by a path of length of at most L� If
so	 route �si� ti� on such a path Pi� Delete Pi from G
and iterate�

As we mentioned above	 lower bounds of 
�	 �� show

�



that no deterministic on�line algorithm can obtain a
polylogarithmic approximation ratio when the under�
lying graph is a tree or a mesh� Thus	 this applies
to the bga as well� What we show here is that the
bga is in fact an O�logn log logn��approximation in
any bounded�degree expander graph�

We say that a set T of terminal pairs is a permuta�
tion if each node of G appears in exactly one terminal
pair� we say T is a partial permutation if each node
appears in at most one terminal pair� We de�ne the
congestion of a set of paths in G to be the maximum
number of paths that cross any single edge in G� Our
analysis of the bga proceeds roughly as follows� Con�
sider the problem de�ned by G and T � We know	 by
the results discussed in the introduction	 that there is
a set of short paths	 with low congestion	 connecting a
large fraction of the terminal pairs in T � Since these
paths are all short	 the bga could have used them if
they were free� hence	 if the terminal pairs associated
with one of these short paths P is not routed by the
bga	 the path P must meet a path constructed earlier
by the bga� Thus	 we can charge unused short paths
to paths constructed by the bga	 and conclude that
the bga must have constructed a lot of paths�

In particular	 we use a recent result of Broder	
Frieze	 and Upfal 
���	 which for our purposes says the
following� There are constants c�	 c�	 and c� such that
any partial permutation in G of size at most c�n� logn
can be routed with congestion at most c� log logn us�
ing paths of length at most c� logn� We de�ne c� �
max�c��� �� c���

Theorem � The bga with parameter L � c��logn is
an O�logn log logn��approximation for the mdp in G�

Proof� Let B denote the set of paths routed by the bga
when run on G with terminal pairs T 	 and let O denote
a set of edge�disjoint paths of maximum cardinality�
Let O� � O denote the set of paths in O corresponding
to terminal pairs not routed by the bga� Since the
paths in O� are edge�disjoint	 at most � of the pairs
routed by O� can have v � G as an endpoint� Thus	 by
Vizing!s Theorem �cf� 
����	 the pairs routed by O� can
be partitioned into at most ��� partial permutations�
let O�

� � O� denote the set of paths corresponding to
the largest of these partial permutations�

We now demonstrate the existence of a set of paths
O��
� of congestion at most c� log logn that routes at least

half as many pairs as O�
� and uses only paths of length

at most c� logn�

�i� If jO�
�j � c�n� logn	 then by the pigeonhole prin�

ciple	 at least half of the paths in O�
� have length

at most jE�G�j���� jO�
�j� � c��� �logn� We de�ne

O��
� to be this set of paths�

�ii� If jO�
�j � c�n� logn	 then by the theorem of

Broder	 Frieze	 and Upfal 
���	 the pairs routed
by O�

� can instead be routed on paths of length at
most c� logn and congestion at most c� log logn�
We de�ne O��

� to be this set of paths�

Now we relate the size of O��
� to the size of B� First	

we claim that every path in O��
� intersects some path

in B� For suppose that Q � O��
� is disjoint from all the

paths in B� Then the bga with parameter L would
have routed the endpoints of O��

� on the path Q � a
contradiction�

Given this	 we charge each path in O��
� to some path

in B that it intersects� Since the paths in O��
� have

congestion at most c� log logn	 and the paths in B have
length at most L � c��logn	 each path in B is charged
at most c�c��logn log logn times� Thus we have

jO�j � �� � �� 	 jO�
�j

� ��� � �� 	 jO��
� j

� �c�c
����� �� logn log logn 	 jBj�

Since by the de�nition of O� we also have jO n O�j �
jBj� the result follows�

The bound of Broder	 Frieze	 and Upfal 
��� im�
proves on a result of Leighton and Rao 
���	 which as�
serts that any set of O�n��logn log logn� terminal pairs
inG can be routed with congestion at mostO�log logn�
on paths of length O�logn�� This latter bound can
also be used to analyze the bga in expanders	 but it is
weaker by a log logn factor�

We can obtain a slight strengthening of Theorem �
in the case in which T is a permutation� We omit the
proof� It is quite similar to the proof of Theorem �	
but relies on a theorem of Leighton and Rao 
��� which
in our case can be phrased as follows� There exist con�
stants c� and c� such that every permutation in G can
be routed with congestion at most c� logn	 using paths
of length at most c� logn�

Theorem � The bga with parameter L � c� logn is
an O�logn��approximation for the mdp in G� when the
set of terminal pairs is restricted to be a permutation�

In a similar fashion	 we can also analyze the perfor�
mance of the greedy algorithm for the problem of pack�
ing trees in G on a bounded number of leaves� Here the
bga	 with parameter L	 is de�ned as follows� A single
request now consists of a set S of t vertices in G	 which
must be connected into a tree� The bga connects S
if there is spanning tree on S using at most �t � ��L

�



edges� By viewing each tree as a union of paths	 and
using the result of Broder	 Frieze	 and Upfal 
���	 one
can show the following� The proof is strictly analogous
to that of Theorem ��

Theorem � Let t be a constant� and suppose that each
request consists of at most t vertices� Then the bga

with parameter #�logn� is an O�logn log logn� approx�
imation for the tree�packing problem in G�

It is not di�cult to show that any deterministic on�line
algorithm for this problem must have a performance
guarantee that depends at least linearly on t	 the max�
imum number of vertices in a single request�

� Smooth Metrics and Multicommod�
ity Flow on Short Paths

We now turn to the fractional version of the dis�
joint paths problem	 namely	 the multicommodity �ow
problem� As mentioned in the introduction	 our goal
is to show that in a bounded�degree expander graph	
there is a near�optimal multicommodity �ow that only
uses �ow paths of polylogarithmic length� To do this	
we �rst focus on a natural combinatorial problem that
arises in the analysis of the linear programming dual
of the multicommodity �ow problem� Since this com�
binatorial problem appears to be interesting in its own
right	 we develop it �rst below	 and then indicate the
application to the �ow problem�

Let G � �V�E� be a graph on n nodes� We assign a
non�negative weight e to each edge e of G	 in such a
way that

P
e e � �� This turns G into a �nite metric

space �G� �	 under the shortest�path metric with re�
spect to � If P is a path in G	 we use �P � to denote
the total weight of P 	 with respect to � for u� v � V 	
we use �u� v� to denote the minimum weight of a u�v
path in G� Note that one can also talk about the fewest
number of edges in a u�v path� we will use d�u� v� to de�
note this� Let Br�v� denote the ball of radius r about
v� that is	 the set of u � V with d�u� v� � r�

De�nition � �G� � is said to be s�smooth if for every
u� v � V � there is a minimum�weight u�v path using at
most s edges�

Our interest here is the case in which G is a
bounded�degree expander� It is not necessarily the
case that �G� � is o�n��smooth	 when  is an arbi�
trary set of non�negative weights� For example	 if G is
Hamiltonian	 then we can assign weight  to the edges
of a Hamiltonian path in G	 and positive weight to
all other edges� The resulting metric spaces contains
minimum�weight paths that use ��n� edges�

Our goal	 however	 is to show that for any edge�
weighted expander G	 we can increase the edge weights
very slightly and produce a metric space that is
O�log� n��smooth� In particular	 we prove the follow�
ing�

Theorem 	 Let �G� � be an edge�weighted bounded�
degree expander� For every � � � there exists a set of
weights f�eg such that the following are satis�ed�

	i
 For all edges e of G� �e � e�

	ii

P

e 
�
e � � � ��

	iii
 �G� �� is O���� log� n��smooth�

Proof� The proof consists of an algorithm to produce
the �smooth� weights f�eg� As the algorithm contains
a number of details	 it is worth outlining the underlying
ideas at the outset� At any given point in the execution
of the algorithm	we have a current threshold � � �� ���
An edge e is �heavy� if its weight e is at least �	 and
�light� otherwise� Let G� denote the subgraph of G
consisting of the light edges� We use a technique of
Awerbuch 
"� to partition the vertex set of the graph
into pieces X�� � � � � Xq	 such that each Xi has diameter
O�logn�	 and j�G� �Xi�j � �

��jXij� For all Xi but the
largest	 the expansion of G implies that �G�Xi� has at
least �jXij edges� so it follows that at least �

��jXij of
the edges in �G�Xi� are heavy� We now add O��� logn�
to the weight of every edge incident to a vertex in Xi�
by charging these to the large number of heavy edges
in �G�Xi�	 we can argue that not too much total weight
is added�

Now	 when these iterations come to an end	 why is
the resulting metric space smooth$ First of all	 we may
assume that all edge weights are at least O� �

n
�� Let P

be a shortest u�v path	 and let e and f be two edges
of roughly �to within a factor of two� the same weight
�� We consider the last iteration in which they both
belonged to the largest of the sets Xi� in this iteration	
there was a path of O�logn� edges between them	 and
each of the edges on this path had weight O�� logn��
Over all the remaining iterations	 the weights of these
edges do not grow by more than a constant factor	 and
so there is a path from e to f in the �nal metric space of
weight O�� log� n�� It will follow that P cannot contain
more than O�log� n� edges whose weights are mutually
within a factor of two of one another	 and hence by the
pigeonhole principle P contains O�log� n� edges�

Let us now present the proof at a detailed level� We
choose constants �� and �� that are su�ciently small
relative to �� In particular	 �� � ���� and

�� �
�

�
���� ln���

�

�
� 	 logn

log����n�
�

�

 
���� ln���

�

�
��

"



We �rst add ��
n

to the weight of each edge	 obtaining a

weight function ���� Note that
P

e 
���
e � � � �

�
��� �

� � �
���

Now we partition the edges into classes by weight	
so that edges in the same class di�er in weight by at
most a factor of two� De�ne Li � ��

n
	 �i��� We say

that an edge is in class i if its weight is between Li

and Li��� Note that there are at most b � log����� n�
classes that initially contain any edges of G�

We now de�ne a decomposition algorithm	 which is
very similar to techniques of Awerbuch 
"�� Let H be
an arbitrary n�node graph	 and � �  a parameter�

While there is a connected component X of
H whose diameter exceeds �����logn�

�i� Choose a vertex v � X�

�ii� Find the minimum r such that
j��Br�v��j � �jBr�v�j�
�iii� Delete ��Br�v�� from H

The crucial fact about this algorithm is the following	
which is again essentially a result of 
"�� The proof is
not di�cult	 and we omit it�

	A
 The above algorithm terminates� with a set
of connected components each of diameter at most
�����logn�

We now use this decomposition algorithm to de�ne
our smoothing algorithm	 which will produce the met�
ric space �G� �� from �G� ����� The algorithm is as fol�
lows� it will iteratively update the value of the function
	 but the underlying graph G will remain the same�

Set a � log����� logn��
For k � �� � � � � b� ��

�i� With respect to the current metric �k�	
let Ek denote the set of edges in classes
�� � � � � b� k	 and Gk � �V�Ek��

�ii� Run the decomposition algorithm on Gk

with parameter �
��	 obtaining connected

components X�� � � � � Xq � Assume these
are listed in decreasing order of cardi�
nality�

�iii� For each i � �	 and every edge e of Gk

with at least one end in Xi	 increase the
weight of e by Lb�k�a� This gives a new
metric �k����

Finally	 set � � �b��� �i�e� the metric pro�
duced at the end of the �nal iteration��

In order to bound the total increase in weight	
we show that the following property is maintained
throughout the execution of the algorithm�

	�
 At the start of iteration k� we have

X
e

�k�e � �� �
�

�
��

�
� �

�������
logn

�k��
� ���

First	 observe that �%� holds at the beginning of iter�
ation �	 by the de�nition of ��� above� Next we show�

	B
 If 	�
 holds for iteration k� then it holds for itera�
tion k � ��

We consider iteration k��� Let i � �	 and consider
the edges whose weight was increased because they had
an end inXi� Note that since Xi is not the largest com�
ponent	 we have jXij � �

�n� Now	 �Gk
�Xi� � �

��jXij	
by the guarantee of the decomposition algorithm� but
the expansion of G and the fact that jXij � �

�n im�
plies that �G�Xi� � �jXij� So there are at least �

�
�jXij

edges in E nEk with an end in Xi	 and these therefore
have total weight at least �

��jXij 	 Lb�k� The additive
increase in weight associated with edges incident to Xi

is at most �jXij 	Lb�k�a� Since every edge is incident
to at most two of the Xi	 it follows that the increase in
weight is at most

�����
Lb�k�a

Lb�k

�
�������
logn

times the existing weight in G	 and hence �%� follows
for iteration k � ��

Thus property �%� holds throughout all iterations of
the algorithm� Setting k � b � � in Equation �	 and
using the de�nition of ��	 one can show the following�

	C

P

e
�e � � � ��

We now argue that the metric space is su�ciently
smooth� this will complete the proof of the theorem�
First we show a bound on the minimum weight of a
path between vertices that are adjacent to edges that
end up in the same class� We then use this bound to
bound the number of edges taken on a shortest path
between any two vertices�

	D
 In �G� ��� let u and v be nodes incident to edges
in class i� Then the lightest path from u to v in �G� ��
has weight at most ������Li�a�� logn�

We �rst observe that since the diameter of G is at
most �����logn and all edges have weight at most
�Lb	 the bound in �D� is immediate if i � b � a � ��
So suppose i � b � a � �� Let X denote the large

�



component X� found in iteration k� � b � i � a � ��
We observe that any node which did not belong to the
component X can be incident only to edges of weight
at least Lb�k��a � Li��� Thus u and v both belong
to X� We know from �A� that this component has
diameter at most �����logn� let Q be a u�v path in
G
X� containing at most this many edges� Now	 all the
edges in the componentX	 and hence in Q	 have weight
at most �Lb�k� � �Li�a�� at the start of iteration
k�� and over the course of all remaining iterations	 the
weight of each can grow by at most

�X
j	k�

Lb�j�a � �Lb�k��a � �Li���

Thus the weight of any edge in Q in �G� �� is at most
�Li�a�� � �Li�� � �Li�a��	 and hence �D� follows�

Now	 let u and v be two arbitrary nodes in G	 and
P the shortest path between them�

	E
 For each i� P contains O���� log� n� edges of class
i�

Set q � ���������� log� n	 and suppose that P con�
tains q�� edges of class i� In a traversal of P from u to
v	 let x denote the �rst node of P incident to an edge
of class i	 and y the last such node� We know that the
weight of the subpath of P between x and y is at least
�q � ��Li� But by �D�	 there is an x�y path in �G� ��
of weight at most ������Li�a�� logn � qLi� This is
a contradiction	 since P is a shortest u�v path�

Since there are only log����� n� � � logn weight
classes that contain any edges of G	 it follows from
�E� that �G� �� is O���� log� n��smooth�

We now discuss the application of this theorem in
the context of the multicommodity �ow problem� We
will use the de�nitions discussed in the introduction�
there is a set T of terminal pairs �commodities� in
a graph G	 and each terminal pair �u� v� has a de�
mand �uv� We say that a �ow for �G� T � is feasi�
ble if it has congestion at most �� The problem of
�nding the minimum�congestion �ow for �G� T � can
be formulated as a linear program of polynomial size	
and this has the following two consequences� First	
it can be solved in polynomial time	 by algorithms
such as 
��	 ���� Second	 the optimal solution is well�
characterized by linear programming duality� However	
the linear programming algorithms for multicommod�
ity �ow are non�combinatorial	 and their running times
are fairly large� Thus	 a number of faster	 combinato�
rial ������approximations have been developed for the
problem� The fastest general ������approximation al�
gorithm is due to Leighton et al� 
���	 with a running

time of O��k�mn�	 where k is the number of commodi�
ties�

A recent multicommodity �ow algorithm due to
Awerbuch and Leighton 
�� works as follows� if there is
a feasible �ow F routing �� � ���uv units of each com�
modity �u� v�	 and using �ow paths of length at most
d	 then the algorithm �nds a �ow F � routing �uv units
of each commodity �u� v�� The running time of the al�
gorithm is O��d�km�� thus	 it has the potential to be
much faster than that of 
��� when d is small� Also	
note that by uniformly scaling all demands and using
binary search	 one can apply the Awerbuch�Leighton
algorithm to approximate 	��G� T � to within a factor
of � � ��

In what follows	 we use Theorem " in conjunction
with linear programming duality to show that the fam�
ily of bounded�degree expanders provides a natural
class of graphs on which this parameter d is small� in
particular	 we show that d can be taken to be polyloga�
rithmic in this case� It follows that the multicommod�
ity �ow algorithm of Awerbuch and Leighton runs in
nearly linear time per commodity on bounded�degree
expanders� Thus	 our result is the following�

Theorem 
 Let G be a bounded�degree expander on
n nodes� �G� T � a multicommodity �ow problem� and
	� � 	��G� T �� Then for any � � � there is a �ow F �

of congestion at most �����	�� such that the maximum
length of a �ow path used by F � is O���� log� n��

Proof� For the purposes of this proof	 we will say that a
path in G is short if its length is at most O���� log� n�	
where the constant inside the O�� is determined by the
proof of Theorem "�

The following gives an easy lower bound on the con�
gestion of any �ow for �G� T �� Suppose we assign a
weight e to each edge e in such a way that

�i�
P

e e � ��
�ii�
P

�u�v��T �uv�u� v� � z�
Then it would follow	 by the pigeonhole princi�

ple	 that the congestion of any �ow for �G� T � is
at least z� Let us use �T � to denote the value ofP

�u�v��T �uv�u� v� for a set of edge weights feg� The
duality theorem of linear programming implies that in
fact the minimum congestion of a �ow for �G� T � is
equal to the maximum possible value of �T � over all
set of edge weights feg that sum to �� Let z denote
this maximum value�

Now	 if feg is a set of edge weights	 let s�u� v� de�
note the minimum weight of a short path from u to
v	 and de�ne s�T � �

P
�u�v��T �uv

s�u� v�� One can
again argue using duality that the minimum conges�
tion of a �ow for �G� T � on short paths is equal to the
maximum possible value of s�T � over all set of edge

�



weights feg that sum to �� Let zs denote this maxi�
mum value�

We are interested in showing that the minimumcon�
gestion of a �ow on short paths is at most � � � times
the minimum congestion of any �ow for �G� T �� In
view of the above argument	 it is enough to show that
zs � �� � ��z� So let  denote the set of weights that
achieve the optimal value zs� We apply Theorem " to
the metric space �G� �	 obtaining a set of edge weights
f�eg such that the metric space �G� �� satis�es the fol�
lowing properties�

�i�
P

e 
�
e � � � ��

�ii� ���s�T � � ��T ��
�iii� For all e	 �e � e	 and therefore ���s�T � �

s�T ��
Now de�ne a set of edge weights f��eg by simply

setting ��e � �e� �
P

e 
�
e� � Since

P
e 
��
e � �	 we have

zs � s�T � � ���s�T � � ��T � � ��������T � � �����z�

The theorem follows�

Recall that given a multicommodity �ow problem
�G� T �	 the algorithm of 
�� requires	 for some posi�
tive �	 that there is a feasible �ow routing at least
�� � ���uv units of each commodity �u� v�� If G is a
bounded�degree expander	 then given such a �ow	 the
above theorem implies that there is a feasible �ow rout�
ing � � �

�� times the demand for each commodity on
short paths� �Note that it is enough to argue that this
�ow exists� one does not have to construct it�� Thus
we have

Corollary � Let G be a bounded�degree expander� and
T a set of k terminal pairs� The Awerbuch�Leighton
algorithm runs in O��km� time on �G� T ��

� Graph Minors

As in the introduction	 we say thatH is aminor of G
�or that G has an H�minor� ifH may be obtained from
a subgraph of G by contracting edges� An equivalent
way to phrase this as follows�

De�nition � We say that an embedding of H in G is
a collection of connected subgraphs of G� fXv � v �
V �H�g� and a collection of paths in G� fPe � e �
E�H�g� such that

	i
 The subgraphs fXvg are mutually vertex�
disjoint�

	ii
 If e � E�H� has ends u�w � V �H�� then Pe has
its endpoints in Xu and Xw � It is vertex�disjoint from
all other Pe� � and from all Xv with the exception of Xu

and Xw �

It is easy to verify that H is a minor of G if and only
if there is an embedding of H in G�

Our result here is the following�

Theorem  For every � �  there is a number 
 and
a constant c such that the following holds� Let G be a
bounded�degree ��expander graph on n nodes� and H a
graph on at most cn� log� n nodes and edges� Then H
is a minor of G� and there is a randomized polynomial�
time algorithm to �nd an embedding of H in G�

We noted in the introduction that this has conse�
quences for the construction of long	 simple paths in
graphs with constant edge expansion	 for any positive
constant �cf� 
� 	 �"	 �����

In the remainder of this section	 we sketch the
method to construct an embedding of H in G	 where
H and G are as in Theorem �� This will imply the
existence of an H�minor in G	 as well as a random�
ized polynomial�time algorithm to construct the em�
bedding� The construction and its analysis follow very
closely the disjoint paths algorithm of Broder	 Frieze	
and Upfal 
���� in particular	 most of the basic lemmas
that we need have close parallels in their work�

First of all	 we can assume with only a loss in the
constants that H is a ��regular graph� This follows
from the transitivity of the minor relation and the fact
that any graph with k nodes and edges is a minor of a
��regular graph on O�k� nodes	

Let q denote the number of edges ofH� Let � denote
the stationary distribution of G� First choose a set R of
�q nodes independently according to � fromG� Choose
arbitrary Q � R	 jQj � q	 such that the minimum dis�
tance between any pair of nodes is at least �
� ln lnn�
Next pick a random mapping � of the nodes in H to
the nodes in Q� Consider the set of pairs of nodes in
G� T � f���u�� ��v��j�u� v� � E�H�g� Let us order the
pairs in T from � to q	 and use �ai� bi� to denote the
ith pair�

For each �ai� bi� � T 	 construct a bundle B�i� of
m � �lnn�� paths Pi��� � � � � Pi�m connecting ai to bi	
where each path is chosen via a random walk as in

���� First choose a random midpoint xi�j according
to �� Then choose a random ai 
 xij trajectory W �

ij

�resp� W ��
ij� from the trajectories of length � � 
� lnn

�resp� bi to xij� �this can be done e�ciently since the
paths are short�� Let the jth path in the bundle B�i�	
Wij	 be the concatenation of W �

ij and W ��
ij reversed	

with any cycles removed�
For each vertex u � Q	 de�ne the set Bu �

fWijjai � u or bi � ug� Prune the walks in Bu so that
the set of walks that remains satis�es the following con�
dition� outside of a � �
��
�� ln lnn�neighborhood of
u	 the minimum distance between any pair of walks is

 



� �
� ln lnn �in particular	 they are vertex disjoint��
�Then also prune the corresponding path in B�i��� Fi�
nally prune any walks in B�i� that get too close �within

� ln lnn� to any node in Q�fai� big� After all pruning
is �nished	 rename the surviving paths in each bundle
B�i�� Pi�� � � � � Pimi

� One can show that with high prob�
ability	 �i�mi � m��� In the sequel	 we use Pij to refer
to the set of nodes along the path�

We are interested in choosing a path from each
bundle so that paths not sharing endpoints are node�
disjoint� note that due to the pruning above	 two paths
that share an endpoint can only intersect near their
�shared� endpoints� Such intersections will not pose a
problem in the construction of the embedding	 below�
Thus	 let F be the graph where nodes correspond to
paths in �iB�i� �indexed by the bundle number and
the number of the path within the bundle�� that is	
VF � f�i� j�ji � �� � � � � q� j � �� � � � �mig� We say that
two paths in �iB�i� are in con�ict if �i� their endpoints
are all distinct	 and �ii� they share a node� We de�ne
the edge set EF of F by including an edge between
�i� j� and �i�� j�� if and only if the corresponing paths
are in con�ict� An independent set in F that includes
an element of each �row� �an element �i� j� for each
i� will be called an independent transversal� such a set
corresponds to a choice of a paths in G for each pair in
T such that the paths are mutually not in con�ict�

The pruning and the choice of vertices in Q guaran�
tees that no two paths in di�erent rows intersect near
their endpoints� As in 
���	 we use well�known bounds
on the probability that a random walk starting at a
�xed node visits a speci�ed vertex in t steps	 in order
to bound the probability that two paths intersect when
the walk is not close to the endpoints� Thus we show
that with high probability	 no node in F has degree
� �lnn��� ln lnn�

We guarantee the existence of an independent
transversal via the Lov�asz Local Lemma	 again fol�
lowing 
���� Consider the following probabilistic pro�
cess� Choose a random path from the � m�� paths
in each bundle B�i�� Let A�i�j��k�l� denote the �bad�
event that �i� j� and �k� l� are in con�ict and are both
chosen� The probability of a bad event is at most
p � ��m� � �� ln� n� Using the upper bound on
the maximum degree in F and the fact that H is ��
regular	 one can easily show that the maximum degree
of the dependency graph on the A�i�j��k�l�!s is bounded
by d � �m�lnn��� ln lnn� Since �pd � �	 the Lov�asz
Local Lemma guarantees that there is a solution for
which no bad event occurs� To construct this indepen�
dent transversal e�ciently	 we show that the maximum
component size of F is small �again using properties
of the paths that are guaranteed by the pruning and

random walks�	 and thus a brute force algorithm is ef�
�cient�

Thus	 having found the independent transversal	 we
obtain paths Z�� � � � � Zq	 such that Zi has endpoints ai
and bi	 and none of the pairs of paths are in con�ict�
Thus it follows that if ZiZj �� �	 then Zi and Zj must
share an endpoint� and by the above pruning process	
they can only intersect within their �rst 
� ln lnn steps
from this common endpoint� We now use these paths
to de�ne the embedding� For each Zi	 with endpoints
��u� and ��v�	 write Zu

i to denote the �rst 
� ln lnn
nodes of Zi starting from endpoint u	 Zv

i to denote a
the �rst 
� ln lnn nodes of Zi starting from endpoint
v	 and Z�i � Zi n �Zu

i � Zv
i �� For u � H	 we de�ne

the �super�node� Xu in De�nition  to be the union
Zu
i �Zu

j �Zu
k 	 for the three paths Zi� Zj� Zk that have

��u� as an endpoint� For e � �u� v� � E�H�	 we de�ne
the �super�edge� Pe in De�nition  to be Z�i	 where
Zi is the path with endpoints ��u� and ��v�� We now
need only verify that all Xu and Pe are vertex�disjoint
�except that Pe can meet Xu when u is an end of e��

�i�XuXv � � follows from the fact that all vertices
in Q are at least �
� ln lnn apart�

�ii� If e and f do not have a common end	 then
Pe  Pf � � follows from the fact that two paths that
are not in con�ict	 with no common endpoints	 do not
share vertices� If e and f do have a common end	 then
Pe  Pf � � follows from the pruning step above�

�iii� Finally	 consider Pe and Xu	 where u is not an
end of e� Since u is not an end of e	 Pe can only intersect
a path Zi with endpoint ��u� within 
� ln lnn steps of
the other endpoint of Zi	 arguing as before from the
de�nition of �con�ict�� But this intersection cannot
occur inside Xu	 since the vertices in Q are at least
�
� ln lnn apart�

Thus	 we have an embedding of H in G	 and hence
G contains H as a minor�
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